
CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 1. A^method for conducting an automated auction in a system including a plurality

2 of bid entry terminals, each bid entry terminal operated by a bidder, and a bidding

3 information\processor, the bidding information processor being communicatively

4 coupled to eac\bid entry terminal, the method comprising the steps of:

5 \
6 a) transmiking a signal representing current bidding information from the

7 bidding information processor to each of the plurality of bid entry terminals,

8 the current bidding information including at least an indicator of a current

9 price; \ \

10 K\r—'

—

11 b) displaying thererffrem bidding information on each of the plurality of bid

12 entry terminals; / \ \

13 \
14 c) receiving a bid from participating bidders at the plurality of bid entry

15 terminals, each bid representing the\auantity of objects the bidder wishes to

16 transact at the current price; \

17 \

18 d) transmitting a signal representing the\bid from each bid entry terminal

19 which received a bid; \

20 \

21 e) determining a quantity of objects which will he assigned to each bidder at

22 the current price, based on the received bids, at\he bidding information

23 processor; and \

24 \
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generating updated bidding information and repeating steps a) - e), if any

objects remain available.

\
\

The metliod of claim 1, wherein the determining step comprises the steps of:

a) summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders to determine a total

quantity of objects desired at the current price;

b) if the totalWantity of objects to be transacted at the current price is

greater than the current quantity of available objects, assigning objects to a

bidder based on the bidsW the other bidders and decreasing the current

quantity of objects availao^
;

c) if the total quantil

greater than the current qi

quantity of objects corresj

U obqect\ to be transacted at the current price is not

antity 6f available objects, assigning to each bidder a

>onding t\each bidder's respective bid.

The method of claim 2, wherein the step, of assigning objects to a bidder based

the bids of the other bidders comprises the steps of:

a) selecting for consideration a bidder not Vet considered;

b) summing the quantities to be transactedNjpy all bidders other than the

bidder being considered;

c) if the quantity to be transacted by all bidders oYher than the bidder being

considered is less than the current quantity of availabl\objects, assigning the

objects in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders &ther than the bidder
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iing considered to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects

fro^n the current quantity of available objects;

d) \ repeating steps a) - c) for each participating bidder.

4. The methoci of claim 1 , further including the step of limiting each bid entered by

a bidder by the immediately preceding bid entered by that bidder.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the updated bidding information includes all

bids received at the biasing information processor at the current price and further

comprising the step of disp^yins* all bids on all bid entry terminals.

6. The method of claim \\ wherein the step of generating updated bidding

information comprises the step bfj^e^ying, at the bidding information processor, an

updated current price specified by an Victtoneer.

7. A method for conducting an automated auction in a system including a

plurality of bid entry terminals, each bid entry terminal operated by a bidder, and a

bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to each bid entry terminal, the method comprising the steps

of:
'

a) receiving transaction curve information fron^ participating bidders at the

plurality of bid entry terminals;

b) transmitting a signal representing bidding information from the bidding

information processor to each of the plurality of bid entry terminals, the current

bidding information including at least an indicator of a current price;
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c) \ accessing the received transaction curve information at the bid entry

terminal, extracting a bid corresponding to the current price and transmitting a

signal representing the bid to the bidding information processor; and

d) generating updated bidding information and repeating steps a) - c), if any

objects remain available.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the step of generating updated bidding

information comprises the s\ep of receiving, at the bidding information processor, an

updated current price specifiecNbAan auctioneer.

,
fy)$he^ comprising the step of: before generating

termirtjngX quantity of objects which will be assigned

9. The method of claim 7

updated bidding information,

to each bidder, based on the received bids, at the bidding information processor.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising the step of determining a price for

each object assigned equal to the current priceV the time the object was assigned.

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising\the step of determining a price for

all objects assigned equal to the current price at the^ime the last remaining available

object is assigned.

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the determining stefxcomprises the steps of:

a) summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders to determine a total

quantity of objects desired at the current price;
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6 b) \ if the total quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price is

7 greaterVhan the current quantity of available objects, assigning objects to a

8 bidder based on the bids of the other bidders and decreasing the current

9 quantity of objects available;

10 \

11 c) if the totaPauantity of objects to be transacted at the current price is not

12 greater than the cuVrent quantity of available objects, assigning to each bidder a

13 quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's respective bid.

14 \

1 13. The method of claim\l2, wherein the step of assigning objects to a bidder

2 based on the bids of the other bidders comprises the steps of:

4 a) selecting for con$ideration\bidder not yet considered;

5 b) summing the qJantitieSvto be\ransacted by all bidders other than the

6 bidder being considered; \

7 c) if the quantity to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

8 considered is less than the current quantity of available objects, assigning the

9 objects in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder

10 being considered to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects

1 1 from the current quantity of available objecW;

12 d) repeating steps a) - c) for each participating bidder.

13 \

1 14. The method of claim 7, wherein the transaction curves include demand curves

\
2 which are constrained so that a quantity demanded at a price is not larger than a

3 quantity demanded at a lower price. \

4 \
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15. \ The method of claim 7, wherein the transaction curves include supply curves

constrained so that a quantity offered at a price is not larger than a quantity offered at

a higher\price.

16. The\method of claim 7, wherein no information relating to previous bids

entered at other bid entry terminals is displayed at a bid entry terminal.

17. The method of claim 7, wherein no transaction curve information not necessary

to determine the outcome of the auction is transmitted to the bidding information

processor.

18. The method of cla

contingent transaction cU

information and wherein

transaction curves based

wherein the transaction curve information comprises

bidding information comprises bidding history

the acceding step comprises accessing the contingent

n the bidding history information.

19. The method of claim 7, whereiKj bidders are allowed to modify transaction

curve information entered into the bid entry terminals, but which has not yet been

accessed.

20. A method for conducting an automated^auction in a system including a

plurality of bid entry terminals, each bid entry ternainal operated by a bidder, and a

bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to each bid entry terminal, the\nethod comprising the steps

of:
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7 a}l transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

8 bidding information processor to each of the plurality of bid entry terminals;

9 \

10 b) displaying the current bidding information on each of the plurality of bid

1 1 entry terminals;

12 \

13 c ) allowmg participating bidders to enter bids at the plurality of bid entry

14 terminals, a bio indicating an object and an associated price;

15 \

16 d) transmitting^ signal representing a bid from each bid entry terminal

17 which received a bid;Y~

18 )\

19 e) determining wlletn^r\aFi^new bids were received, at the bidding

20 information processors^ \ \

21 \
22 f) if new bids were received, determining a quantity of objects which will be

23 assigned to each bidder, based on the received bids, at the bidding information

24 processor; and \

25 \

26 g) generating updated bidding information at the bidding information

27 processor; and \

28 h) repeating steps a) - g), if any objects refnain available.

29 \
1 21 . The method of claim 20, wherein the determining step comprises the steps of:

2 \

3 a) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;
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b\ summing the quantities demanded by all bidders other than the bidder

beingvconsidered;

c) k the quantity demanded by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered, is less than the current quantity of available objects, assigning the

objects in excess of those demanded by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered tothe bidder being considered and subtracting those objects from

the current quantity of available objects;

d) repeating steps a) - c) for each participating bidder.

22. The method of claim 29, wherein a number of objects on which a bidder is

allowed to bid must not be larger\than a number of objects on which the bidder was

allowed to bid in an immediately pre\£&ing round.

23. The method of claim 20, wher;

objects and a price associated with th

bid comprises an indication of a quantity of

quantity OjK objects.

24. The method of claim 20, wherein a bid comprises a list of specific objects and

a price associated with each object in the list.

25. A system for conducting an automated auction comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals, each bid entry terminal operated by a bidder;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to each bid entry terminal, comprising:

means for generating current bidding information, the\urrent bidding

information including at least an indicator of a current price
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means,\x>upled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal

representinkcurrent bidding information from the bidding information

processor to each of the plurality of bid entry terminals,

means for receivihg bids from the bid entry terminals, and

means for determining a quantity of objects which will be assigned to

each bidder at the current price, based on the received bids; and

each bid entry terminal comprisii

means for receiving a bid from\pafticipating bidder, the bid indicating

a quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price,

means, coupled to the bid receivingNneans, for transmitting a signal

representing the bid to the bidding information processor,

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding

information processor, and

means, coupled to the bidding information ^ceiving means, for

displaying received bidding information.

The system of claim^Twherein the determining means comprises:

a) a first summing means for summing the quantities of objects to be

transacted by all bidders at the current price;

b) a first comparing means, coupled to the first summing means, for

comparing the summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price

with the current quantity of available objects;



10 c) a first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

1 1 objects to a bidder based on the bids of the other bidders and decreasing the

12 current quantity of objects available, if the summed quantity of objects to be

13 transacted at the current price is greater than the current quantity of available

14 objects; and

15

16 d) a second assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for

17 assigning to each bidder a quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's

18 respective bid, if the summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the current

19 price is not greater than the current quantity of available objects.

\P hi 1 The system of claim 25", wherein the first assigning means comprises:

S 2

2 3 a) means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

ffl 4 b) a second summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing

O 5 the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

M= 6 considered;

J 7 c) a second comparing means, coupled to the second summing means, for

8 comparing the quantity to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder

9 being considered with the current quantity of available objects; and

10 d) a third assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

1 1 the objects in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders other than the

12 bidder being considered to the bidder being considered and subtracting those

13 objects from the current quantity of available objects, if the quantity to be

14 transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered is less than the

15 current quantity of available objects.

16

I
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1 J^. The system of claim 25, wherein each bid entered by a bidder is limited by the

2 immediately preceding bid entered by that bidder.

3 &\\
1 The system of claim^Twherein the updated bidding information includes all

2 bids received at the bidding information processor at the current price and a bid entry

3 terminal comprises means for displaying all such bids.

1 /ft). The system of claiinSST wherein the means for generating updated bidding

2 information comprises means for receiving an updated current price specified by an

3 auctioneer.

4

1 31. A system for conducting an automated auction comprising:

2

3 a plurality of bid entryVerminals, each bid entry terminal operated by a bidder;

4

5 a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

6 communicatively coupled tOKea^h bid entry terminal, comprising

7 means for generatingYVrent bidding information, the current bidding

8 information including aMehsl-aiMridicator of a current price,

9 means, coupled tcythe generating means, for transmitting a signal

10 representing current bidding initarmation from the bidding information

1 1 processor to each of the plurality of bid entry terminals,

12 means for receiving bids from thkbid entry terminals, and

13 means for determining a quantity <rf objects which will be assigned to

14 each, based on the received bids; and^

15

16 each of the plurality of bid entry terminals composing:
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means for receiving transaction curve information from a participating

bidderX

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding

information^ processor, and

means, coupled to the transaction curve information receiving means

and the bidding information receiving means, for accessing the received

transaction cuiA information at the bid entry terminal, extracting a bid

corresponding to the current price and transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the determining means comprises means for

assigning a price to each object assigned^Which is equal to the current price at the time

the object was assigned.

33. The system of claim 3 1 , wherein

assigning a price to each object assigned

:he determining means comprises means for

whichws equal to the current price at the time

the last remaining available object is assigned.

34. The system of claim 31, wherein the determining means comprises:

a) a first summing means for summing ttie quantities of objects to be

transacted by all bidders at the current price;

b) a first comparing means, coupled to the first summing means, for

comparing the summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price

with the current quantity of available objects;
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a first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

objects to a bidder based on the bids of the other bidders and decreasing the

currant quantity of objects available, if the summed quantity of objects to be

transacted at the current price is greater than the current quantity of available

objects; and

d) a secdnd assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for

assigning to eafch bidder a quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's

respective bid, if\he summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the current

price is not greateAhan the current quantity of available objects.

35. The system of claim 3

a)

b)

means for selec

r

lerein the first assigning means comprises:

tingtpTa^deration a bidder not yet considered;

a second summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing

the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered; \

c) a second comparing means, coupled to the second summing means, for

comparing the quantity to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder

being considered with the current quantity of available objects; and

d) a third assigning means, coupled to^the comparing means, for assigning

the objects in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered to the bidder being considered and subtracting those

objects from the current quantity of available, objects, if the quantity to be

transacted by all bidders other than the bidder beita* considered is less than the

current quantity of available objects.
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36.\ The system of claim 31, wherein the transaction curves include demand curves

which\re constrained so that a quantity demanded at a price is not larger than a

quantity demanded at a lower price.

37. The system of claim 31, wherein the transaction curves include supply curves

constrained so tha\a quantity offered at a price is not larger than a quantity offered at

a higher price.

38. The system of claftn 31, wherein a bid entry terminal further comprises means

to prevent display of information relating to previous bids entered at other bid entry

terminals.

39. The system of claim 31,

to prevent transmission of i

auction to the bidding inform;

\Mei£in^rCicTlmtry terminal further comprises means

fcninatiVn noKnecessary to determine the outcome of the

ati<fn processor.

40. The system of claim 31 .wherein th\ transaction curve information comprises

contingent transaction curves, the bidding ^information comprises bidding history

information and wherein the accessing stepXcomprises accessing the contingent

transaction curves based on the bidding history information.

41. The system of claim 31, wherein bidders ar\ allowed to modify transaction

curve information entered into the bid entry terminals^ but which has not yet been

accessed.

42. A system for conducting an automated auction comprisif
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a plurality of bid entry terminals, each bid entry terminal operated by a bidder;

a biddingunformation processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to each bid entry terminal, comprising

means for generating current bidding information,

means, cbupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal

representing, current bidding information from the bidding information

processor to each of the plurality of bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids from the bid entry terminals,

a first determining rneans, coupled to the bid receiving means, for

determining whether anyuiew bids were received, and

a second determining meansf coupled to the first determining means, for

determining a quantity of orojei&ts which will be assigned to each bidder

in the current round, basejd on the received bids, if new bids were

received; and

each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving a bid from a participating bidder, the bid indicating

an object and an associated price,

means, coupled to the bid receiving meansXfor transmitting a signal

representing the bid to the bidding information processor,

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding

information processor, and

means, coupled to the bidding information receiving means, for

displaying received bidding information.

T-he system 7K; wherein the determining step compiises llie steps of:
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2

3 a) a first summing means for summing the quantities of objects to be

4 transacted by all bidders at the current price;

5

6 b) a first comparing means, coupled to the first summing means, for

7 comparing the summed quantity of objects to be transacted in the current round

8 with the current quantity of available objects;

9

10 c) a first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

1 1 objects to a bidder based on the bids of the other bidders and decreasing the

12 current quantity of objects available, if the summed quantity of objects to be

13 transacted in the current round is greater than the current quantity of available

14 objects; and

15

16 d) a second assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for

17 assigning to each bidder a quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's

18 respective bid, if the summed quantity of objects to be transacted in the current

19 round is not greater than the current quantity of available objects.

1 The system of clain^vwherein a number of objects on which a bidder is

2 allowed to bid must not be larger than a number of objects on which the bidder was

3 allowed to bid in an immediately preceding round.

1 >45. The method of claim 4#Twherein a bid comprises an indication of a quantity of

2 objects and a price associated with the quantity of objects.

3



1 The method of clairfi^^herein a bid comprises a list of specific objects and

2 a price associated with each object in the list.

s.3 i


